We introduce a relaxation algorithm to estimate approximations to generating partitions for observed dynamical time series. Generating partitions preserve dynamical information of a deterministic map in the symbolic representation. Our method optimizes an essential property of a generating partition: avoiding topological degeneracies. We construct an energylike functional and use a nonequilibrium stochastic minimization algorithm to search through configuration space for the best assignment of symbols to observed data. As each observed point may be assigned a symbol, the partitions are not constrained to an arbitrary parametrization. We further show how to select particular generating partition solutions which also code low-order unstable periodic orbits in a given way, hence being able to enumerate through a number of potential generating partition solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
When a chaotic signal is measured experimentally it represents a challenge to the experimenter. Compared to regular systems, chaotic systems are more difficult to model, and, if a prior model exists, care must be taken when comparing it to the data. We would not expect the output of the model to agree exactly with the measured data-as small initial uncertainties in the data will exponentially grow until any two trajectories are completely dissimilar. Instead of a direct comparison, often we try to reconstruct the dynamics from the data and compare this to the model. There are many ways to try to reconstruct the dynamics, one important way is to look at symbolic dynamics, where the dynamics is described by transitions between a finite set of symbols.
The general concept of symbolic dynamics is to partition the state space into a finite number of nonoverlapping regions, with each region colored with a different symbol. Orbits in the continuous state space correspond to sequences of symbols drawn from a finite alphabet. The evolution operator of the dynamics becomes merely a "shift operator" in symbolic space, moving the "point" one step into the future along a countable sequence of symbols. Topological considerations in the continuous space turn into grammatical considerations in the symbolic space, concerning the presence or absence of legal transitions and various "words" occurring in the symbolic sequence. By reducing the dynamics this way, many sorts of analysis of the dynamics, both theoretically and for observed time series, become much simpler, especially in opening up opportunities from information and communication theory. In addition, the theoretical study of symbolic dynamics has been quite active, and there has been much work connecting the symbolic dynamics to the unstable periodic orbits in the attractor.
We assume that the deterministic dynamics are either already a mapping x i+1 = f͑x i ͒, or have been so projected by a Poincaré section. Here we shall also assume that f͑x͒ is invertible; although the methods described here can easily be extended to noninvertible systems. A partition, denoted as P, defines a discretization of the observed sequence's state space, and hence a projection to a sequence of symbols, s i = P͑x i ͒, i =1¯N where s is drawn from an alphabet of size A, s 0,1¯A − 1. Each region of the partition carries the "code" for a particular symbol in the alphabet, and defines the transformation from points in the state space ͑which fall inside only one partition element each͒ into symbols. Note that the partition can have multiple disjoint regions for the same symbolic code.
Imagine a bi-infinite orbit of the dynamics x i , i Z. Given a partition P, we find not only s i = P͑x i ͒, but also the symbols of all the future and past iterates of x i , yielding bi-infinite symbol sequence S i centered around time point i, S i = ͓¯s i−2 s i−1 · s i s i+1 s i+2¯͔ . In the symbolic space, the analog of the dynamical operator f is the shift operator , S i+1 = ͑S i ͒, which moves the point ͑the marker for the current time͒ one step to the right. By adding a metric and excluding a set of symbol sequences which are forbidden in the dynamics, the S i live in a shift space, the symbolic analog of the dynamical state space. We can define a partition-dependent map P ͑x͒ from the original d dimensional state space R d to the shift space ⌺ which contains the S i . ⌺ is a subset of the space of all possible bi-infinite symbol sequences. For a generating partition P is injective ͓1͔ except for a set of measure zero, i.e., P ͑x͒ = P ͑xЈ͒ implies x = xЈ. As x = xЈ implies P ͑x͒ = P ͑xЈ͒ as the partition is deterministic, P ͑x͒ is a homeomorphism.
We desire that if ʈ P ͑x͒ − P ͑xЈ͒ʈ is small, so is ʈx − xЈʈ. With finite data, we cannot take limits to zero, but we may attempt to minimize close distances. By construction, sufficiently near points in R d have close symbolic sequences in their most significant digits, except near partition boundaries. Additionally, in a good partition nearby points in ⌺ remain close when mapped back into R d . By contrast, bad partitions induce topological degeneracies where similar symbolic words map back to globally distant regions of state space, the problem described in Ref. to one. Conceptually, as we add symbols to our symbol sequence, we ought to localize down to smaller and smaller regions of state space-with an improper, nongenerating, partition, this will fail to happen even with increasingly long amounts of data.
For noninvertible one dimensional maps, the generating partition ͑GP͒ can be easily found with known results. A GP exists with partition boundaries at the critical points of the map. For nonhyperbolic higher-dimensional systems it has been conjectured that the partition line is along the homoclinic tangencies, points where the stable and unstable manifolds are tangent ͓3͔. However, this is still not sufficiently constraining, and not all such choices yield valid partitions ͓4͔. In addition, the tangencies can be difficult to locate, especially from observed data alone. Locating the homoclinic tangencies requires accurate estimates of the derivatives. This can be quite difficult in the situation we address herein, when we only have a time series, and the equations of motion are not available. There exist methods of connecting the tangencies which will create generating partitions ͓4͔; however, these require the location of tangencies outside the attractor to be known. These would be particularly hard to find from a time series.
Davidchack et al. ͓5͔ and Plumecoq and Lefranc ͓6͔ proposed schemes to estimate a generating partition based on the unstable periodic orbits ͑UPOs͒ of the system. Under a generating partition, each point in the attractor defines a unique bi-infinite symbolic sequence. Thus each UPO should have a unique periodic symbolic sequence. An approximate generating partition can thus be constructed by successively assigning symbols to regions near UPOs of increasing order so that distinct UPOs give distinct symbolic codes. A generating partition for the Ikeda attractor, using the equations of motion, was found in Ref. ͓5͔ . Unfortunately, these methods can present difficulties with realistic experimental data. While it is possible to find UPOs from a time series ͓7-10͔, it is often difficult to find the UPOs with sufficient accuracy and quantity to apply the methods in Ref. ͓5,6͔. Most UPOlocating methods use the points in the time series to create a model of the dynamics and then find UPOs from the model. However, an accurate model requires a large amount of rather noise free data. In particular, with noisy, finite length time series, it is especially hard to find the high period orbits which are necessary to localize the partition boundary. Plumecoq and Lefranc ͓6͔ were able to find a partition from a clean laser time series in this manner, but, in situations where the amount of data is more limited, we believe alternate methods to directly estimate the partition without going through the UPOs are needed.
Our approach to find approximate generating partitions is to search for a candidate partition such that the implied map from the shift space containing the symbol sequences to the observed continuous space data is approximately homeomorphic. The desired goal, satisfied by a generating partition, is that short sequences of consecutive symbols localize the corresponding continuous state space point as well as possible. Equivalently this says that nearby symbol sequences should correspond to nearby points in state space. Otherwise, the partition will map two similar symbol sequences to remote parts of the attractor, an improper topological degeneracy. In the usual circumstance that the observed points come from stationary ergodic dynamics, i.e., the natural measure, one cannot make estimates of the partition boundaries outside the attractor from the observed data alone.
In our previous work ͓11͔ we showed a concrete algorithm and partition representation for estimating generating partitions with that criterion. Here, we improve upon that method in a number of ways. First, we employ a timesymmetrical symbolic metric which is also one typically used in theoretical symbolic dynamics. Second, we now individually assign every observed point to a symbolic code, meaning that there are no artificial boundaries imposed by a particular choice of empirical basis functions which were used to parametrize the partition in Ref. ͓11͔ . Third, we define appropriate neighborhood sizes automatically and adaptively with a model weighting inspired by the minimum description length principle for statistical model selection. Fourth, we use an optimization metric which is in the form of a separable energylike functional, which in turn permits using recently developed optimization algorithms inspired by problems of statistical mechanics: we stochastically relax from higher energy states and poor partitions to lower energy states and good partitions. Finally, we show how the user may optionally fix the symbolic coding of lower-period UPOs ͑the easiest to locate numerically͒, in order to preferentially select the different generating partitions compatible with those various codings. As there is no unique generating partition for any system, it may be desirable to impose additional constraints to choose one of the multiple valid solutions. In other words, we can enumerate over a certain number of different generating partitions according to the codes they assign to low-order UPOs, as long as these UPOs lie close to the observed data.
II. STATISTICAL PARTITION REFINEMENT
We first outline the general approach of our algorithm. In subsequent subsections we provide additional details regarding its specific steps.
Recall that we have a time series of points x i R d , and we wish to assign symbols s i to each observed point. We want to choose a partition where neighbors in the symbolic representation ⌺ are neighbors in continuous state space R d . To do this we need to define what we mean by "neighbors in ⌺," and then optimize the partition to best satisfy this criterion. We view the problem as similar to finding a ground state of a spin glass in statistical mechanics. Each point is assigned a configuration-dependent energy: points whose symbolic neighbors are close physical neighbors are given lower energy. The optimal partition is defined as the configuration of s i which yields the lowest global energy. It is analogous to a spin glass because the total energy Hamiltonian is separable, but there are global configuration interactions. In addition, naive local minimization of energy need not lead to the global minimum.
The notion of distance in the original continuous state space is usually already obvious ͑we use Euclidean distances in this work͒, but we must define "close" for symbolic sequences. We want neighboring symbol sequences to share a large central block: symbolic neighbors should have the same symbolic future and past for some finite number of steps. Previously ͓11͔ we defined a metric between symbol sequences by embedding the symbol sequences in ⌺ into the points y in the unit square ͓0,1͔ ϫ ͓0,1͔:
Now ʈy i − y j ʈ defines the distance between points S i and S j in the symbol space. This gives a metric on ⌺ and a useful visual representation, but it has undesirable properties. For example, the sequences 1.000 and 0.111 are close in this metric even though they have no symbols in common. We use the notation s to mean that the symbol s repeats to infinity. We can use a Gray coding to fix some of these problems, but even with Gray coding some neighbors are still nonoptimal. For example, the symbol sequence 1.000 will be closer to the sequence 1.100 then the sequence 1.110 is even though it differs from both in the second symbol.
A traditional metric used in the theoretical study of symbolic dynamics ͓12͔ is
where k is the largest integer such that S 1 ͑k͒ = S 2 ͑k͒ and S 1 ͑−k͒ = S 2 ͑−k͒ and with the convention k =−1 if S 1 ͑0͒ S 2 ͑0͒. In essence, this measures the number of symbols that are the same in the central block, with no effect from symbols after the common central block. We can easily see that this satisfies all the usual requirements for a metric: D͑S 1 , S 1 ͒ =0, D͑S 1 , S 2 ͒ = D͑S 2 , S 1 ͒, and the triangle inequality D͑S 1 , S 2 ͒ + D͑S 2 , S 3 ͒ ജ D͑S 1 , S 3 ͒. Under this new metric, the sequences 1.110 and 1.100 are now equidistant to the sequence 1.000. The Gray coding used in the implementation of ͓11͔ becomes unnecessary. Now, by definition, the distance between the sequences 1.00 and 0.11 is maximal as they share no symbols. The downside is that the projection of a symbolic time series into symbolic space cannot be graphically displayed in an intuitive manner.
After defining what we mean by close neighbors using Eq. ͑2͒, we can look for a good partition. Previously ͓11͔, we defined a cost function which measured the number of points which the partition did not localize well ͑where the state space distance to their symbolic neighbors was large͒ and minimized it using differential evolution ͓13͔, an algorithm for global multidimensional optimization in continuous spaces which does not require derivatives. A flaw of that approach is that the partition was defined by a small set of radial basis functions ͑RBFs͒. The number of those was an external arbitrary parameter, and their centers and strengths the free optimization variables. Unfortunately, the complexity of the representable partition boundaries was limited by the number of RBFs used. Using too many RBFs made the optimization problem significantly slower and less likely to find a near-global minimum, i.e., the estimated partition could often be worse than using a smaller representation, even though the larger RBF basis set could be more flexible in representing partition boundaries.
The alternative we presently employ is to define an energy functional upon the full configuration space-assigning individual symbols to every observed point-which we minimize to find the estimated partition. As in a spin glass or Ising system, we assign a local energy to each point. Also, like a spin glass, changing the configuration of any point not only affects the energy of that point but also the energy of its interacting points, so that the energy function is global. There now exist several good stochastic techniques for minimizing energies of state of spin glasses and similar combinatorial optimization problems. An optimization method we have found to be suitable for our problem is called -extremal optimization ͑-EO͒ ͓14͔, applicable to any discrete optimization problem whose cost function H is separable, i.e., can be written as a sum of local energy interactions:
for spin glasses, e.g., H i = s i ͚ j J ij s j , with s i the spin of particle i and J ij the interaction matrix. Neither of the global error function statistics we used in Ref. ͓11͔ is of this form. We want our energy statistic to be a measure of the symbolic false nearest neighbors ͑SFNN͒: points which are neighbors in symbol space but not in state space. This is in the spirit of the false nearest neighbors ͓15,16͔ statistic used to find embedding dimension: both count large-deviation "mistakes" in a related space which result from topological misembedding in the tested space. The natural local energy term is hence a measure of this mismatch. We start from an initial assignment of symbols to all points. Define
Here N ␣ ͑i͒ means the index of the nearest symbolic neighbor of S i , given that s i = ␣, and all other symbols in the time series are unchanged. We shall discuss the case where there is more than one near neighbor with the closest distance ͑in symbol space͒ later in the text. D i,␣ is the mismatch induced by having s i set to symbol ␣ in the context of a fixed background. It turns out that defining the local energy as the difference relative to the existing configuration works better than the absolute energy measure. The local energy for point index i is
the difference induced by flipping s i from its current assignment s i = ␣ to the best of all the alternatives. As ␣ is the current symbol of point index i we can write this as just H i . The global energy is H SFNN = ͚ i H i . This has the feature that points which contribute the most to the energy are, by definition, the points which would reduce the energy the most if their symbols are changed. Over a binary alphabet the maximum reduces to simply the difference between the squared distances using the two symbols in s i . This relative energy breaks the analogy to physical spin glasses somewhat but improves the optimization performance. In sum, optimizing the empirical partition is minimizing H SFNN over the configuration, the assignment of symbols to each observed datum. By attempting to minimize the corresponding difference in continuous space when symbolic distances are small, this drives the partition implied by the current configuration closer and closer to injectivity.
A. Neighborhoods in symbolic space
Once a metric has been imposed on ⌺ via Eq. ͑2͒ we can use it to find nearest neighbors. As the distance only depends on the number of common symbols in a central block, the structure of metric naturally leads to the construction of a symbol tree. This will find symbolic neighbors in order log N time with construction of the tree taking N log N. Except for the root, every node of the tree has A 2 children, contains some number of points from the time series, and is given a symbolic label; the root only has A children. In the root node we place all of the points of time series. Its children are given labels 0 0¯A − 1 and contain the points such that s i = 0 . Their children are given labels −1 0 1 : ±1 0¯A − 1 and contain the points s i−1 s i s i+1 = −1 0 1 . The next layer of children looks at the next symbol on both sides and has labels −2 −1 0 1 2 and contains the points such that s i−2 s i−1 s i s i+1 s i+2 = −2 −1 0 1 2 . This continues for as long as there are points from the time series to populate the child nodes. For an example of the tree with a binary alphabet, see Fig. 1 . This structure makes it very easy to search for all points which are symbolic neighbors of any given point. All that needs to be done is to descend the tree to the node before the terminal node ͑which would be a solitary node containing only the index point we are searching around͒. All the other points in this node are the symbolic nearest neighbors of S i under the metric given by Eq. ͑2͒. Unlike the metric used in Ref. ͓11͔ it is likely there are multiple equidistant nearest neighbors. Given two symbol sequences S i and S j which share a central block, if a third sequence S k also has that central block, then all three sequences are equidistant under this metric. One obvious way to account for this phenomenon is to take all the symbolic nearest neighbors into account. We find their centroid x c in the continuous space, and using that in Eq. ͑6͒ to define the distance to near symbolic neighbors:
We define the list N ␣ ͑i͒ j to be the indexes of all the symbolic neighbors around point i, and the index j runs between one and N N , the number of symbolic neighbors. The centroid is then
For a good partition, the neighbors N ␣ ͑i͒ j define a closed region in state space which contains x i , so the distance between x i and the center of the region will be small. In practice we need to define a maximum time difference k to distinguish points S; if k is sufficiently large then we can guarantee that with finite data all symbolic points are distinguished by looking at blocks ͓−k , k͔ around the center point. One small technical problem is how to treat the beginning and end of the time series. In order to create the tree, all points must have k future iterates and k past iterates. The first and last k points cannot simply be ignored, for a correct symbol must be assigned to them. Our solution is to add ghost points to the beginning and end of the time series. The nearest neighbor to point x 1 is found, and, for purposes of creating the symbolic tree, it is assumed that the point x 1 has the same symbolic past as its nearest spatial neighbor. The same is done for the last point in the time series x N ; it is given the same symbolic future as its nearest neighbor. If the partition is close to generating, then we expect that a point should have a very similar symbol sequence to its neighbors. Adding these ghost points does introduce small errors, but as long as N ӷ 2k this can safely be neglected. Typically, we choose k so that A −k is near the computational numerical precision.
B. Spatial smoothing
The optimization procedure that we use can often produce partitions whose boundaries are not smooth. A smooth partition is desirable as it means P −1 ͑x͒ is also well behaved-we expect that the points x i and x j have similar symbol sequences for ʈx i − x j ʈ small enough. We can cause the algorithm to favor partition boundaries by smoothing the raw D i,␣ 2 with the D i,␣ 2 of the points neighbors in the continuous space, and using that in the optimization criterion. Let N s ͑i͒ be the list of spatial-not symbolic-neighbors to the point x i . The squared distances D 2 are smoothed by a kernel K:
We would like a kernel which decreases for larger distances and also has finite support, so that we only need to sum over a finite number of neighbors. One such frequently used kernel is the Epanechinov polynomial kernel ͓19͔,
Here R K is the size of the kernel, which is a free parameter. This kernel is often used for density estimation. As they do not change during the optimization, the nearest neighbors in state space N s ͑i͒ to each point and the associated kernel weights need only be computed once, at the beginning of the minimization. The standard k-dimensional tree algorithm ͓20͔ can be used to find the spatial neighbors within the support of the kernel.
We want R K to scale with the size of the attractor. We first find the cumulative distribution of random two-point distances ʈx ␣ − x ␤ ʈ for the time series. We then choose R K such that only a small fraction of the random two point distances are smaller. Here is a free parameter that we shall discuss in Sec. III, typically Ϸ 0.05, meaning that typically the local smoothing is over 5% of points.
After the distances are smoothed, we construct the cost function by assigning a local energy or fitness H i ͑larger is worse͒ to each point:
This quantifies the appropriateness of the current symbol choice ͑s i = ␣͒ compared to alternatives. For a binary alphabet, this simply reduces to the difference between the current symbol and the flipped symbol. The total cost function is then simply
With the addition of smoothing, this is the same as Eq. ͑5͒ and thus appropriate for energy minimization techniques.
C. Combinatorial optimization
Once a metric has been defined on the symbol space, we can define a cost function, the minimum of which is our approximate generating partition. However, finding that minimum is a difficult computational problem: a naïve brute force approach would take A N operations. Previously, in Ref. ͓11͔ we made the search for good partitions computationally feasible by defining the partition with respect to an ad hoc parametrization employing a few radial basis functions whose centers can move continuously around the attractor. That parametrization was less flexible than our current method, in that there were only a finite number of centers which could define the partition boundary to limited accuracy. In the present work, we have the freedom to assign any symbol to every observed point, allowing nearly arbitrary partition shapes. Ordinarily that would result in a very difficult optimization problem. The spatial smoothing we apply biases towards more continuous partition boundaries, and also smoothes the energy landscape. This tends to makes the optimization problem easier, as there are now fewer local minima in which it can be trapped.
We now wish to assign a symbol to each point in the time series such that H SFNN is minimized. At this stage any global combinatorial search method may be employed. We describe herein the one we used which empirically gave successful results with computational efficiency, but do not make claims about its superiority over other methods. We search for the best symbol assignment with a stochastic search method ͓14͔ called -EO, or "-extremal optimization," based upon ideas from nonequilibrium statistical mechanics as opposed to the equilibriumlike principles of simulated annealing. In the most naïve version of this algorithm ͑extremal optimization͒, the fitness H i is computed for each point, and the largest ͑least-fit͒ H i is selected for a forced configurational change ͑unlike simulated annealing͒. The H i are recomputed given the new symbol configuration, and the algorithm continues until it produces a step which increases ͚ i H i . The limitation of this deterministic strategy is that it often becomes trapped in local minima. To find global minima, we ought to occasionally take steps which do not reduce ͚ i H i as well as randomize the perturbations, which is the point of -EO. First, let all H i of the current configuration be sorted in decreasing order. Instead of always choosing the point with the maximum local energy to perturb ͑i.e., H 1 ͒, we choose the Kth largest such H i , drawing a random integer K ͓1,N͔ from the power law distribution,
We discuss how to draw K in the Appendix. The symbol corresponding to the point with the Kth largest energy is flipped to a new configuration, choosing the new symbol which gives the least local energy-excluding the original symbol as a legal choice. After that symbol is flipped, then the point's fitness is recomputed and the list resorted. We use the heapsort algorithm so resorting the already mostly sorted list is fast. For large , K is nearly always 1, and we have the original EO scheme. For = 0, all symbols have equal probability to be flipped, and the algorithm is equivalent to a random walk. For 1 Շ Շ 2 the configuration does a biased random walk towards our desired solution. As we do not always flip the symbol which reduces H SFNN the most, we do not get trapped in local minima as easily. As the distribution is still heavily weighted towards low K, we still tend towards minimizing H SFNN . Before we compute the cost function H SFNN , we must first find the distance in state space from each point x i to its symbolic neighbors and compute D i,␣ , allowing the point to be each of the A possible symbols. However, when we change the symbol of x i we have a potentially serious problem: the symbol tree can no longer be efficiently used to find nearest symbolic neighbors. We wish to calculate ʈx i − x c,␣ ͑i͒ʈ for s i =0...A − 1, but when the symbol of x i is changed, then the tree that was previously built is no longer a faithful representation. Recall that when the symbol s i for x i is changed, the symbolic codes of all the points S i±k also change. The tree could be recreated after every single flip of a symbol; however, that is computationally intensive.
If the number of points in the time series N is large, instead of recreating the tree we can take a mean field approximation and use the tree as it was for a number of iterations. This is in the spirit of the mean field approach in statistical mechanics where, say in a spin glass, we neglect the effect each individual spin has on the mean field when we compute the energy of the system. Only the interaction of the spin and the mean field is considered, not how the spin changes the mean field. In our case, we are neglecting the effect the point x i has on the partition when we calculate D i,␣ for that point. This is only looking at the first order change, and ignoring how changing the symbol of x i affects the symbolic codes of x i±j and thus how changing the symbol affects the partition. This will only have an effect if x i is a symbolic neighbor of x i+j for ͉j͉ Ͻ k where k is the maximum depth of the tree, and for N ӷ k that should happen infrequently. We attempt to flip points n times before doing a full global regeneration of the symbolic tree, code lengths, and symbolic neighbors. If n is too small, the optimization will go slowly because it is constantly recomputing all the symbolic neighbors. If n is too large, the mean field approximation begins to break down. In practice, at each major step in the optimization, we choose n to be the number of points with H i Ͼ 0; i.e., the number of points which locally might seem to benefit from changing their configuration. This automatically adapts the bundling of the major iteration so that in a poor initial configuration ͑many H i Ͼ 0͒ many local steps are taken at once, but when the configuration is closer to the optimum ͑few H i Ͼ 0͒ the full global effects are recomputed after a small number of configuration changes. We further bound n to be in the range n ͓n min , n max ͔, two user-set external parameters. Typically we let n min = 1 and n max = 40.
Most of the time, we use a very simple starting and stopping criterion. To start, we typically choose an initial partition where all symbols are chosen at random. We stop after the optimization algorithm was iterated a fixed number of steps. Typically, as a function of optimization step, H SFNN descends rapidly, and then remains nearly constant. During this time, H SFNN typically only decreases slightly, if at all. An example plot of H SFNN as a function of optimization step is shown in Fig. 2 . The total number of optimization steps is chosen such that the constant region has been reached, and the number of steps that have been attempted since H SFNN was last reduced is comparable to the total number of optimization steps.
D. Weighting symbolic neighbors over depths
One remaining question now is how should we terminate the process of finding symbolic neighbors in this tree? The obvious choice is to descend the tree as deep as possible; that is, to the deepest matching node which still has more than one point. This works well for many cases, but we have developed an alternative, more sophisticated procedure. This extra complexity may be optional for some uses, but it holds some value in improving results.
With a noisy time series, there will be a maximum spatial resolution of actually useful data. This corresponds to a maximum depth in the symbolic tree beyond which it does not make sense to go. In fact, it would actually be detrimental to go deeper as deeper nodes would contain fewer points and thus unable to estimate x c as accurately. Also, if the current partition choice is bad ͑which it will be at the start of an optimization͒, descending deeper into the tree will not necessarily help localize a point better.
Our point of view is to imagine the tree as defining nested probabilistic models for describing the density of points in the original state space. At each node we will model the density of points as a multidimensional Gaussian; for simplicity, a product of 1D Gaussians in each coordinate instead of a model with a true covariance matrix. Then the free parameters of this model are the center location and variance for each coordinate. Each node has a corresponding centroid which we could use in Eq. ͑6͒. Any symbolic point S i matches a whole branch of possible nodes, corresponding to larger and larger central blocks of matching symbols, and fewer points. Is there an optimal weighting of all those possible centroids which will automatically have good properties: properly going down very deep when the localization is good, and otherwise preferring higher nodes ͑with more points and hence better statistics͒ when the localization is poor?
We view this as a general model selection or model weighting problem which can be addressed with Rissanen's ͓17͔ minimum description length theory and Bayesian weighting. At each node of the tree we estimate the stochastic complexity ͑code length͒ L of the node. This is a measure of two things: first, how much information it takes to describe the data described by that node ͑i.e., the location of all points in the continuous space͒ relative to the model in the node. In addition, it includes the amount of information specifying the model's parameters itself. In our case, it a measure of how well the node localizes the points in the node, with smaller code lengths being superior.
Since we will model each coordinate independently the local complexities will be additive for each coordinate and we need to consider one-dimensional distributions for the moment. The code length of each node for each coordinate is defined to be S = − ln ͵ f͑x͉p͒ 1 ͑p 1 ͉p,q͒ 2 ͑p 2 ͉p,q͒¯ n ͑p n ͉p,q͒dp,
͑13͒
where f͑x ͉ p͒ is the likelihood of x given the model f and parameters p, and i ͑p i ͉ q͒ are some prior distributions of the parameters p i given some initial estimate of their values q. As a rough approximation, the distribution of the points in each symbolic region can be approximated as Gaussian with mean and variance ,
͑14͒
This is an approximation to the true distribution, but for our purposes it will give us good enough code lengths to esti-
2. An example of the average distance to the nearest symbolic neighbors H SFNN ͑dimensionless͒ as a function of optimization step. We can see that after about step 120, the algorithm no longer decreases H SFNN .
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046213-6 mate reasonable tree weightings. We assume a Gaussian prior on centered about some value p,
As usual, we take the variance on the distribution of the mean to be / n; i.e., the variance of the mean is 1 / n the variance of the distribution itself. We can use any prior estimate for the mean as the value of p. After Rissanen ͓17͔ we take the prior on to be
with as a free parameter. The maximum of ͑ ͉ ͒ occurs at = , so it is reasonable to take to be a prior estimate of the variance of the distribution. Plugging the above distributions in the definition of the code length, the code length of each node is given by
This can be integrated to give
where p and are the sample arithmetic mean and variance of points in the parent node, and x is the arithmetic mean of points in the current node, all for the current coordinate. The root node has no parent, so we take its code length to be infinite. This code length is only for a one dimensional Gaussian. For higher dimensional distributions, we approximate the distribution as the product of Gaussians in each dimension; the total code length is hence just the sum of the code lengths in each dimension L n = ͚ d S n ͑d͒. Given a code length for each node, we can use an analogous procedure to the symbolic time series modeling in Ref.
͓18͔, called there context tree weighting, to give a good predictor. At each node n, define the weighted code length:
where here L c is the sum of the weighted code lengths of all the children nodes of n, L c = ͚L w ͑children͒. For the terminal nodes of the tree, we set L w = L c . We can then use these code lengths to estimate any quantity we wish from the data. In Ref.
͓18͔ they estimated the entropy rates, here we wish to estimate the position of the centroid. For each node in the matching branch we can estimate the centroid of the node, x n , the arithmetic mean of the the points in the node. Then, for each node, the weighted centroid x w is
with weights
and x w ͑child͒ is the weighted centroid of the child node. Note that we combine centroids from only the single matching child on the branch, but to define the weighting factor we must sum all children to get L c . We can recursively compute this weighted average over all nodes that contain the point x i . If the partition localizes x i well, then the code length of a node near the leaves of the tree will be small and the largest contribution to the centroid will thus be from that node. However, if the partition is such that x i is never localized well, then no node will have a small code length and the contribution from nodes close to the root of the tree will be more influential. In practice, we see that most of the contribution to the overall weighted centroid comes from nodes near the root at the start of the optimization, when it is initialized with a bad partition. As the partition is refined, nodes deeper and deeper in the tree become important.
E. Summary of algorithm
1. Find spatial nearest neighbors and kernel weights for all points x i . Knowing the spatial nearest neighbors for x 1 and x N find the "ghost points." Assign initial symbols s i , either at random or input from another algorithm.
2. Create the symbol tree from the current symbol configuration, defining the k symbols before s 1 and the k symbols after s N to be identical to the corresponding symbols of their ghosts.
3. For every node in the tree, compute the code length summed over all coordinates. 4. For each point i, temporarily set s i to ␣ and find D i,␣ , either using the centroid of the deepest matching node or the weighted version thereof.
5. Smooth D i,␣ over continuous-space neighbors using a Epanechinov kernel to produce D i,␣ .
6. Find the fitness of each point
7. Sort the fitnesses in descending order. 8. Set the number of symbols to change, n, to be the number of symbols with H i Ͼ 0. Subsequently bound n between some n max and n min .
͑a͒ Choose an integer K randomly from a power law distribution P͑K͒ ϰ K − . ͑b͒ Choose the Kth point from the sorted list and change its symbol from ␣ to ␤ where
͑c͒ Find the new fitness for this point in the mean field.
͑d͒ Resort the list of fitnesses. ͑e͒ If fewer than n symbols have been changed, then return to ͑a͒.
9. Return to step 2.
III. RESULTS
As the first test of this method we look at the Ikeda map, defined by
with the standard parameter values p =1, R = 0.9, = 0.4, ␣ = 6. Taking the real and imaginary parts gives a map in R d . The partition that we find is given in Fig. 3 on the left. On the right in Fig. 3 , we show the partition found using the UPOs by the method of Davidchack ͓5͔. To the eye, the partitions are nearly identical. In Fig. 4 we see intermediate steps in the optimization procedure which led to the partition in Fig. 3 . Here, the initial partition was a random distribution of symbols. Near the beginning of the optimization the partition is still mostly random, but it rapidly converges on a boundary.
To quantitatively test the accuracy of the partition, we look at the symbolic degeneracy of the unstable periodic orbits ͑UPOs͒. In a generating partition, each distinct UPO has a unique symbolic code; this is the basis for the partition finding scheme proposed by Davidchack et al. ͓5͔ . As the period p approaches infinity, the number of periodic points of each period should scale like
where h T is the topological entropy. As a measure of the accuracy of a partition, we can look at the mismatch between the topological entropy that we find and the true topological entropy. All UPOs up to a given period are calculated from the equations of the map. The points in the UPOs are assigned the same symbol of the closest point in the time series. Thus each of the UPOs is given a symbolic code and the number of unique symbolic codes is counted. If we see Ñ p distinct symbolic codes given the partition, then the estimate of the mismatch of the topological entropy is
where N p is the actual number of periodic orbits of period p. For a generating partition, all UPOs have unique symbolic codes, so ␦h T = 0. For partitions which are not generating, ␦h T measures the amount of the attractor which is miscoded, and thus we can use it as a way to validate the partition. Since the equations of motion are used to find the UPOs, we cannot use ␦h T to validate partitions when only a time series is available. In practice we use orbits with periods up to 15 when evaluating the limit in Eq. ͑24͒. For the Ikeda map the total topological entropy was estimated as 0.6033, again using UPOs of up to period 15. Note that this is different from the metric entropy. The topological entropy is sensitive to the number of different allowed words, while the metric entropy also weights the sequences by their probability, using the Shannon formula. We checked the metric entropy rate under different partitions using a recently developed Bayesian entropy rate estimator ͓21͔ ͑based on previous results in Ref. ͓18͔͒ which shows low bias. We took 5000 points from the Ikeda map and found their symbols relative to partitions estimated using the UPO-based method of Davidchack et al. ͓5͔ ͑which we assume is a correct partition up to the resolution of the data considered, given that the equations of motion were known͒, and our data-based method operated upon a different sample of 5000 points. The test time series was symbolized by assigning the same symbol as that given to each test point's nearest neighbor in the data base ͑partition generated from the UPO-coloring algorithm or our data-driven algorithm͒. Partitioning by homoclinic tangency resulted in an identical symbol stream as the UPO-coloring method. We estimated an entropy rate of ĥ = 0.5206 ͑nats/iteration͒ for symbols relative to the UPO-based partition, and h = 0.5155 with the par- tition found from our method. The estimated partition shows only a small discrepancy from the true ͑which always decreases entropy͒, though these were within the 90% confidence intervals of each estimate computed using the methods in Ref. ͓21͔ . The metric entropy should be equal to the largest Lyapunov exponent, which is estimated to be 1 = 0.508, computed from renormalized trajectory divergences, integrating the equations of motion over a 10 6 iteration ergodic sample. The fact that this Lyapunov exponent is slightly less than the estimated entropies is most likely from estimation bias because only 5000 symbols were used-for estimating entropy rate there is a positive modeling bias for finite N, as subtle correlations in the conditional probability structure ͑which must lower entropy rate͒ are not discerned sufficiently well.
One important free parameter in the partition refinement process is the amount of smoothing . If is too low, then the optimization becomes too difficult; however, when is too large, details in the partition boundary are lost. We can calculate ␦h T of the found partition as a function of , and the results from both the Ikeda and Henon maps are plotted in Fig. 5 . The Henon map is given by
with A = 1.4, b = 0.3. We see in both cases that the minimum in ␦h T is close to the minimum in H SFNN . In the realistic case when the UPOs needed to compute ␦h T are not known, partitions can be found from a range of , and the partition which yields the lowest value of H SFNN is generally the best choice. As the initial partition used can affect the final partition found, here we averaged over an ensemble of 100 random initial partitions. The curves are not smooth because although we averaged over 100 initial partitions, in all cases we used the same time series. We could also average over an ensemble of different time series; however, that is a technique generally not available when working with real data. Another free parameter in the optimization is , which controls the distribution of random variates. If is too small, then the time that the optimization needed to run increases, because the pressure to minimize the energy is too weak. For too large, the optimization freezes configurations rapidly ͑as it becomes the greedy search algorithm͒ and can get caught in a local minimum. Results from varying are shown in Fig. 6 . In all cases 1000 major optimization steps were taken. For large we can see that more steps were needed, and the high value of H SFNN can be taken to mean the optimization had not finished. The graph also shows a rise in H SFNN for smaller as the optimization becomes stuck in local minima. We used = 1.5 for the rest of the examples in this paper.
In our earlier work ͓11͔ we found approximate generating partitions by positioning a fixed numbers of centers about which we defined radial basis functions. A disadvantage that this had was that it limited the resolution of the partition boundary to the number of radial basis functions used, which could not become too large or the optimization procedure would fail. In Fig. 7 , we compare this method with the method described in this paper by computing ␦h T for the partitions found for several values of N, the length of the time series. Again, an ensemble of 100 random initial partitions were used and the mean ␦h T is shown. The new partition refinement method typically finds partitions with about half the ␦h T as the older scheme.
Similarly, we can check if the tree weighting of Sec. II D helps find better partitions. In Fig. 8, ␦h T is plotted as a   FIG. 5 . The average final energy and mismatch of topological entropy as the state space smoothing is varied. x axis: smoothing parameter ͑dimensionless͒; y axis: mismatch in topological entropy ␦h T ͑circles, dimensionless͒, and the average distance to the nearest symbolic neighbors H SFNN ͑squares, dimensionless͒. The top graph is from partitions found from the Ikeda attractor and the bottom is from the Henon attractor, both using 5000 points and averaged over 100 starting partitions. The error bars show the standard deviation of the ensemble. It is entirely a numerical coincidence that the energy and ␦h T may be plotted on the same scale for these two cases. What is important, however, is that the which yields the minimum ␦h T , which is unknown to the data analyst as the true partition is unknown, is close to the location of the minimum in H SFNN , the empirically computed energy to minimize. This is evidence that our energy function quantifies generatinglike partitions, and that it can be used for selecting . function of when context tree weighting is used, shown with square points, and when it is not used, shown with circles. The time series was 5000 points from the Ikeda map. With large smoothing we can see that there is no substantial difference. However, the context weighting improves the results significantly for the smaller smoothing parameters. The dependency of the result on the external parameter is reduced. At least for the data sets considered here, the information based tree weighting may be a superfluous complexity, though it may assist with other data sets.
It should be emphasized that although we have shown many different variations of the partition finding algorithm, they all find reasonably good partitions. We found that using context tree weighting is an improvement; however, good partitions can still be found without it. This algorithm finds partitions significantly better than the earlier method given in Ref. ͓11͔, but again the older method could still reliably find reasonably good partitions. Although there are a number of free parameters, we can find good partitions over a wide range of values. The important parts to the algorithm are that in all cases we are finding partitions which localize short symbol sequences optimally, and we are also enforcing some smoothing in state space to ensure continuity when going from state space to symbol space. In the earlier algorithm in Ref. ͓11͔ this smoothing is done implicitly when we choose radial basis functions; in the method described in this paper the smoothing is done explicitly.
Noise is often an unavoidable component of a measured time series. To test the robustness of the algorithm under the presence of noise, white Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 5% the size of the attractor was added to a time series from the Ikeda map. As seen in Fig. 9 , a partition can still be found quite well. Comparing to the partition in Fig. 3 , the partition from the noisy time series is visually indistinguishable from the true partition.
Before we try to find a partition, a proper embedding space for the time series must first be found. If the embedding dimension d is not chosen correctly, then a correct partition may not be found. Specifically, if the d is chosen too low, then we will have a large number of false nearest neighbors in the state space. These false neighbors are part of different regions of the attractor and thus should have completely different symbol sequences. Therefore the map P ͑x͒ from R d to the symbol space is no longer a homeomorphism and our methods for finding partitions will fail.
One particular case where a correct embedding dimension is important is if the dynamics were generated by a one dimensional ͑1D͒ map. In that case, there is no stable manifold to the dynamics, so the past symbols are no longer needed to localize a point. The location of the generating partition for 1D maps is a solved problem, the partition boundaries are on the critical points of the map; however, it is still important that our methods find proper partitions in this case.
If we recognize that the dynamics come from a one dimensional system, we can easily modify our methods to only FIG. 7 . Comparison of the mismatch of topological entropy for the partition refinement method discussed in this paper to the method previously proposed ͓11͔. x axis: length of data set ͑dimen-sionless͒; y axis, logarithm of topological entropy mismatch ͑di-mensionless͒. The circles are from the previous method minimizing K SFNN using six centers and a population of 30. The squares are the method described here using = 0.035 and = 1.5. Both cases are averaged over an ensemble of 100 different initial partitions. For most of the lengths of time series considered, the present partition refinement technique yields a significantly smaller ␦h T than the radial-basis function optimization method.
FIG. 8. The mismatch of topological entropy as smoothing in state space is varied, comparing nearest-neighbor centroids and weighted centroids. x axis: smoothing parameter ͑dimensionless͒; y axis, topological entropy mismatch ␦h T ͑dimensionless͒. In the circle points, the centroids were found by the mean of the positions all the nearest symbolic neighbors of each point. For the square points, the effective centroids were found by context tree weighting over all the symbolic neighbors, not just the nearest ones. 5000 points from the Ikeda map were used to find the partition, averaged over an ensemble of 100 random initial symbolic assignments. look at future symbolic iterates. Specifically, our metric on the symbol space in Eq. ͑2͒ would change so that the integer k is chosen such that only s 1 ͑k͒ = s 2 ͑k͒ is true; we no longer care if s 1 ͑−k͒ = s 2 ͑−k͒. If we do this we can easily find the partitions of one dimensional systems.
More of a concern is what happens if we mistakenly treat a system generated by one dimensional dynamics as two ͑or higher͒ dimensional. This could easily happen from a measured time series if the time series has some noise in it. In this case we would be using both future and past symbolic iterates when only the future is needed. However, even so we can still find a good partition; if two symbol sequences are close using the past iterates, they will also be close if the past iterates are excluded. If we include the past, there will be points which are no longer neighbors; however, all points which are neighbors when the past is included will be neighbors even if the past is excluded.
IV. FIXING PERIODIC ORBITS
Generating partitions are not unique: there are several partition choices which will yield equivalent descriptions of the symbolic dynamics but with different partitions of the same state space. The dynamics are different in the sense that the specific grammar may differ, yet equivalent in the sense that the entropy and number of periodic orbits are the same. The structure of equivalences between symbolic dynamics on shift spaces is a major ongoing research project in theoretical symbolic dynamics ͓12͔, which we do not attempt to address here. A trivial example of an alternative generating partition is to take an existing generating partition and iterate it under the map; the iterated partition is also generating. More complicated examples also exist as shown by Eisele ͓22͔. Experimentally, these alternative partitions may be desirable sometimes. The minimization algorithm will typically relax to one ͑or a small number of͒ particular estimated generating partition, depending the initial conditions and peculiarities of the specific statistic we use. Some partitions may localize points better in some regions of state space than in other regions, which could be desired in an experiment. Furthermore, some partitions may induce symbolic dynamics which are easier to estimate or predict ͑e.g., Ref. ͓18͔͒. For some time series, the method we have described here will find several different partitions depending on the initializing partition ͑usually randomly chosen͒; it would be useful to have a way to constrain which partition will be found.
One way to try to find and choose between these alternative partitions it to fix, by hand, the symbolic codes of a few low period UPOs and insist that the estimated partition assign the given codes to them. The low period UPOs are first found from the time series; this can be done by looking for close returns or by methods which try to reconstruct the dynamics ͓7-10͔. These UPOs are now assigned symbolic codes and inserted into the continuous state space and indirectly influence energy functional. However, as the periodic orbits are not actually part of the time series they are treated slightly from the data points.
We assume that the symbol choice that each of the points on the selected UPOs is correct, and given by the user. The effect of the UPOs on the estimated partition is mediated by the smoothing in the continuous state space, not continuity in the symbolic space. The UPO points are treated specially. They do not enter into the total energy H SFNN , and their symbols are not ever altered. However, they are assigned a D k,␣ 2 distance as described below, and hence by being spatial neighbors to true data points they influence the partition in the kernel smoothing from D to D , the sum in Eq. ͑8͒ now covering points on the UPO in addition to the actual data points. As there are typically far more points in the time series than there are fixed UPOs, we must weight the UPO points to be worth more than a single datum and this weighting ought to scale with the number of points. For every point z k which is one of the points on the fixed UPOs, assigned symbol s k , we define D k,␣ as
where U ␣ ͑k͒ is the symbolic stream for the kth UPO point with the center symbol replaced by ␣. means the centroid ͑or context-tree weighted mixture of centroids͒ of the symbolic neighbors to this point in the shift space, just as usual for symbolic neighbors. Hence we must be able to locate symbolic neighbors of perturbations to the true UPO's codes, though the UPO itself need not be observable as a neighbor in the symbol space. Note the importance differences: ͑i͒ the distance is amplified by a factor ⑀N, ͑ii͒ when the partition approaches generating ͑small corresponding distances͒ which agrees with the fixed UPO codes, the penalty goes to zero. Otherwise, at the end of the minimization the error due to the fixed UPOs would have dominated the total cost function and a nonoptimal partition will be chosen. Nevertheless, a partition is occasionally estimated that does not agree with fixed UPO symbols; e.g., a periodic point may be encoded with a "1" but all of its spatial neighbors are given the "0" symbol. We can easily test if this has happened and only use partitions where the UPOs are correctly encoded. For the Henon map, the three lowest period UPOs were fixed with different symbolic codings. Plots of some of the partitions found are shown in Fig. 10 , and the symbolic codes of the fixed UPOs are given in Table I . The Henon map also has a second fixed point which was not included, as it lies outside the attractor for these parameter values. Although not shown in the figure, the trivial case of setting the symbol 0 → 1 and 1 → 0 in the fixed UPOs yields the same partition with the symbols interchanged.
As the partitions are found from a finite amount of data, some partitions can be found more easily than other partitions. More convoluted partitions with more boundaries are more difficult to find than simpler partitions. Thus if no UPOs are fixed, the algorithm usually will converge to the same partition. The other partitions typically will be more convoluted and have more points on the boundary than the "canonical" partition. This means that the mean distance from the centroid of each symbolic region and the point in that region increases for these partitions. Thus these partitions will give a higher H SFNN statistic. Also, as we only have a finite amount of data, our methods cannot find the noncanonical partitions as well, and they will typically show a higher ␦h T .
As we only use a finite amount of data, some partitions may not be true generating partitions; however, they still have the property that short symbolic words will localize points in phase space. As the number of points used increases, the partition can be found better. We fixed the UPOs in the configuration in Table I͑f͒ and found the partition for several data sizes. The results are seen in Fig. 11 . Table II shows H SFNN and ␦h T for the partitions found in Fig. 10 . We can see the partitions in Figs. 10͑a͒ and 10͑b͒ are both found quite well. The partition in Fig. 10͑b͒ is actually a pre-iterate of the partition in Fig. 10͑a͒ , and when no UPOs are fixed, one of these two partitions will be found. The partitions in Figs. 10͑c͒-10͑f͒ have more topological defects in them, as seen by their larger ␦h T ; however, they still are minima of H SFNN and localize symbolic regions well. Figure 12 shows how well partition ͑f͒ localizes points. Shown in lighter ͑cyan color online͒ points are all points which have a given symbol sequence. We can see that even with only four symbols, the points are localized to a very small region of state space. As an example from a measured time series, a partition from data measured from a bubble experiment was found. A constant flow of air was released at the bottom of a fluid tank and the time between bubbles was measured ͓23͔. This time series was embedded in two dimensions, x i = ͑⌬t i ⌬t i+1 ͒. UPOs were found from the time series using the method described by Schmelcher and Diakonos ͓10͔. In that work, a local linear model of the dynamics is estimated, and then an additional linear transformation is applied which transforms unstable fixed points to stable ones. Then when the transformed model is iterated, the state will converge to the fixed points of compositions of the map, i.e., periodic orbits. For these data, three unstable periodic orbits were found. One orbit was of period 1; one was of period 2, and one was period 4. The symbolic codes of each of these orbits was fixed, and the resulting partitions are shown in Fig. 13 . FIG. 10 . ͑Color online͒ Several different partitions of the Henon map found by fixing the symbols of the three lowest period UPOs, which are shown as stars. The symbolic codes for the UPOs are given in Table I , and the values of the cost function H SFNN and mismatch in topological entropy for these partitions is given in Table II.   TABLE I Table I ͑f͒. x axis: length of data set ͑dimensionless͒; y axis: in circles the topological entropy mismatch ␦h T and in squares the average distance to the nearest symbolic neighbors H SFNN ͑both dimensionless͒. Plotted are averages over ensembles of 100 randomly chosen initial symbolic configurations using a constant data set.
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V. CONCLUSION We have described an algorithm to find good partitions for symbolic dynamics from a measured time series. We find a partition by requiring that points which have close symbol sequences should be neighbors in state space. Given this criterion, we define an energy functional in a similar spirit to spin glass problems and find the ground state of this energy. The symbol configuration which minimizes this is the estimated partition. Multiple generating partitions exist simultaneously for any given dynamical system. We partially resolved this degeneracy by including a few low period UPOs with fixed symbolic codes in the energy functional and relax to partitions which agree with these externally inserted codings for the UPOs. Doing this we can find an assortment of alternative partitions to the unconstrained one, but many of these partitions have a significantly higher H SFNN statistic. One reason for this is that as the symbolic regions are now more disjoint, so we can no longer expect the centroids to be close to each point anymore, especially for short symbol sequences. It may be preferable in cases where the symbolic regions are so disjoint to choose symbolic neighbors differently. Perhaps instead of considering the distance to the centroid, the distance to the symbolic neighbor nearest in state space could be used. Our method is related to a recent approach developed by Y. Hirata and co-workers ͓24͔. Their approach uses the centroid locations themselves as the estimated parameters, each with its own symbolic code, and iteratively reassigns symbols to the nearest centroid. In that sense the partition is estimated relative to radial basis centers, more like Ref. ͓11͔, though the centers do not move. Centroids are then re-estimated until there is no further change at that level of refinement. Then, the symbolic words would be further extended ͑i.e., splitting centroids͒ and the procedure repeated until it has continued to a sufficient depth. Our method, especially with the weighted context tree which is sensitive to all depths, is similar in concept if not detail. Differences are that we permit every point's symbol to vary independently and have a single function to minimize for all time, instead of starting anew at successive depths, and with the tree weighting procedure, a more objective and flexible way to define neighborhoods than terminating the tree splitting at a fixed depth.
Software and documentation in Fortran 95 is available on the on-line EPAPS archive associated with this work, and at author M.K.'s FTP site, ftp://lyapunov.ucsd.edu/pub/ nonlinear/partitions ͑see Ref. ͓25͔͒.
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APPENDIX: DRAWING RANDOM VARIATES FROM A POWER-LAW DISTRIBUTION
It is surprisingly nontrivial to directly draw random variates from a power-law distribution. Central to -EO optimization is an integer K which must be chosen such that
To compute this we need the cumulative distribution
where A is the normalization
.
͑A3͒
As we have a finite number of points, the above sum only goes to N. An exact method is to tabulate C͑l͒ for 1 ഛ l ഛ N. Then when a random integer is needed, a uniform variate ͓0, 1͒ is drawn, and C͑l͒ searched to find the closest match. This is rather slow, and the optimization requires many power-law distributed numbers.
Instead, we use an analytic approximation to C͑l͒, replacing the above sum with the integral
with a similar integral defining the normalization. This approximation is similar to the midpoint method for numerical integration. The approximation is best when the curvature of the function is small-in this case for large l and small . As it is equivalent to the midpoint method, ␦ close to 1 / 2 is optimal. Empirically we found ␦ = 0.6 to give good results. For l = 1 and 1 Ͻ Ͻ 2 this approximation is accurate to a few percent, with the accuracy rapidly improving for larger l. As an example, for l =1, = 1.5, N = 100 the true cumulative probability is C͑l͒Ϸ0.4144, while this approximation gives C͑l͒Ϸ0.4201.
With the analytical formula for C͑l͒ the random variable K is found by equating a uniform random variate ͓0,1͒
with the value of the cumulative distribution and solving for l. Using the above approximation, C͑l͒ is easily inverted and gives
͑A5͒
The desired random integer K is then the smallest integer such that K Ͼ l.
